All three groups correctly classified the words at rates Event-related fMRI measurements were taken while significantly above chance, all p Ͻ 0.0001. There were participants performed a meaning-based word classifigroup differences in classification accuracy, F(2, 88) ϭ 11.88, MSE ϭ 0.06, p Ͻ 0.0001, with DAT participants (85% correct) less accurate than the older adults without
For BA 45/47, overall activation was not significantly 871,404.07, p Ͻ 0.0001. Numerically, there was a trend different across the three groups, F(2, 88) ϭ 2.14, MSE ϭ toward slightly smaller priming effects for the older adult 0.05, p ϭ 0.12, and there was a strong effect of repetition, groups, but the repetition X group interaction was not F(2, 88) ϭ 63.80, MSE ϭ 0.50, p Ͻ 0.0001. The group X significant, F(1, 88) ϭ 2.04, MSE ϭ 3832.89, p ϭ 0.14, repetition interaction was not significant, F(1, 88) ϭ 1.11, and post hoc tests revealed robust priming effects for MSE ϭ 0.01, p ϭ 0.33. Post hoc tests revealed that each all three groups, all p Ͻ 0.0001. group independently demonstrated significant repetiThe similar priming effects across all three groups tion-related reductions, all p Ͻ 0.05. For BA 44/6, there stand in stark contrast to the large group differences in was a small but significant main effect of group, F(2, recognition memory (Figure 1, right) . Recognition perfor-88) ϭ 4.15, MSE ϭ 0.12, p Ͻ 0.05. The trend was for mance showed a main effect of group, F(2, 87) ϭ 27.05, the overall magnitude of activation in BA 44/6 to increase MSE ϭ 1.19, p Ͻ 0.0001. The DAT group performed across categories of age and dementia status, but this markedly worse than did the older adults without deincrease was only statistically significant when comparmentia, t(55) ϭ 3.64, p Ͻ 0.001, who in turn performed ing DAT participants to the young adults, F(1,56) ϭ 9.10, worse than the young, t(64) ϭ 4.06, p Ͻ 0.001. These MSE ϭ 0.24, p Ͻ 0.005. As was the case for BA 45/47, data strongly suggest that the preservation of priming, left BA 44/6 showed a strong effect of repetition, F(1, a form of implicit memory, in the older adult groups 88) ϭ 70.79, MSE ϭ 0.27, p Ͻ 0.0001, that did not interact occurred despite large age-and dementia-related differwith group, F Ͻ 1. Again, each of the three groups ences in deliberate, explicit recognition memory.
showed significant effects of repetition, all p Ͻ 0.01. For both BA 45/47 and BA 44/6, reanalyzing the data using standard transformations to reduce the potential influence of group differences in overall activation (log interest. Like the a priori regions and the voxelwise analysis, these post hoc regions showed significant effects The predefined regions, along with the time courses of repetition, both p Ͻ 0.001, and minimal evidence for in this region was reduced such that it was no longer significantly above zero, t(33) ϭ 1.42, p ϭ 0.17, whereas group differences in the size of the repetition effect, both p Ͼ 0.11. for older adults without dementia it was marginally greater than zero, t(32) ϭ 1.88, p ϭ 0.07, and for the To further explore the possibility of group differences, we conducted additional post hoc analyses on the time DAT group it was significantly so, t(23) ϭ 3.66, p Ͻ 0.005. Thus, these data suggest that the effects of repetition course data. In particular, it should be noted that there were significant group differences in activation during on left prefrontal cortex are robust and present in aging and dementia but are not necessarily identical. the repeated condition for BA 45/47, F(88) ϭ 3.59, MSE ϭ 0.05, p Ͻ 0.05 (see Figure 2) . For young adults, activation Older adults frequently show increased activation in speculatively propose that at least some of the repetition-related effects associated with priming are fundamentally preserved even in populations with frontal priming in old age and early stages of dementia is assocortex damage due to age, dementia, or lesion. To the ciated with preserved modulation of brain regions that degree that initial performance can be maintained by are involved with relatively high-level, controlled stages relying either on relatively intact brain regions or via of information processing. Furthermore, the quantitative compensation, repetition-related reductions may also relation between modulations of brain activation in these be maintained. Thus, although the initial recruitment of regions and changes in behavior was of a similar strength frontally mediated controlled processes may be more across all three groups. Frontally mediated controlled difficult for older adults, the effects of repetition may processes, and the neural activity patterns underlying still parallel those observed in young adults: a reduced them, thus appear amenable to experience-based change need for controlled, strategic processing, resulting in in old age and early-stage dementia, making them atreduced frontal activity and response times.
tractive targets for cognitive training and rehabilitation. Taken together, these findings may have implications for designing environmental modifications and training which were old and which were new. Recognition data were lost from one young adult. The recognition test was followed by a short In summary, the present study found that preserved (12 items) unscanned version of the semantic classification task to tive target image was composed of a merged young-adult/olderadult reference . The atlas-transformed image reorient participants to this procedure.
The data forming the basis of the current paper were collected for each subject was checked against a reference average to ensure appropriate registration. As a final preprocessing step, linear slope in two rapid event-related runs following this reorientation. For each run, participants first completed a prescan study phase during which was removed on a voxel-by-voxel basis to counteract effects of drift, and data were spatially filtered using a one-voxel radius Hanthey made semantic classification judgments on visually presented words. An event-related fMRI run followed, during which semantic ning filter. After preprocessing, selective averaging techniques described previously were used to extract the deconvolved hemodyjudgments of new words and words repeated from study were randomly intermixed with baseline fixation trials (design similar to Bucknamic response ( In addition to the hypothesis-directed regional analyses, explorEach scanning session began with a scout image to center the atory map-wise analyses were performed using a fixed-effect anfield of view on the brain, followed by a high-resolution (1 ϫ 1 ϫ alysis. Exploratory activation maps were computed by averaging 1.25mm) structural T1-weighted MPRAGE sequence (TR ϭ 9.7 ms, together the selectively averaged maps of trial-related activity for TE ϭ 4 s, flip angle ϭ 10Њ, TI ϭ 20 ms, TD ϭ 200 ms). Functional each participant within a group, and then extracting the z statistic acquisitions were obtained using an asymmetric spin-echo semaps comparing timecourses for New versus Fixation, Repeated quence sensitive to blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) conversus Fixation, and New versus Repeated (similar to Buckner et trast (TR ϭ 2.5 s, T2* evolution time ϭ 50 ms, 180 offset ϭ Ϫ25 al., 1998; Wagner et al., 1998). Trial-related activity was modeled ms). Each functional run acquired 116 sequential whole-brain image using a set of predicted hemodynamic curves with variable onset acquisitions (168 mm thick contiguous slices, 3.75 ϫ 3.75 mm indelays (␥ functions, delay range 1-8 s relative to trial onset). These plane resolution, aligned to the anterior-posterior commissure activation maps illustrate each group's activation patterns across plane). To increase hemodynamic sampling, for each participant, the experimental conditions. However, apparent differences beone run was synced to begin at the onset of the TR, while the other tween the groups should not be quantitatively interpreted; differwas synced to begin after a 1250 ms delay (Miezin et al., 2000) . ences in sample size and variance will influence the appearance of The order of delayed versus nondelayed runs was counterbalanced activity in threshold-based maps between groups (Buckner et al., across participants.
2000b; Huettel and McCarthy, 2001). For this reason, quantitative values and contrasts between groups should only be interpreted Imaging Analysis
for the unbiased, a priori regions described earlier. Functional data were first preprocessed to correct for slice timing, odd/even slice intensity differences, head movement, and differences in whole-brain intensity using procedures similar to Logan et
